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Counterclockwise from top right:
Geosciences professor John Bradford
discusses ground-penetrating radar
tests with reporters; biology professor
Troy Rohn studies possible causes of
Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s diseases;
graduate civil engineering student
Katrina Ladd measures carbon dioxide being released from soils.

LET’S FACE IT, IN MANY WAYS LIFE IN THE
21ST CENTURY ISN’T SIMPLE.
Global warming, terrorism, immigration and
health concerns are just a few of the issues that
grab headlines and affect lives. These issues are
both complex and multi-faceted, and tackling
them requires the resources, energy and collaboration of many different entities from across the
globe.
Boise State University is actively engaged in
efforts to address some of the major challenges
of the day. For example, Boise State faculty are
studying thawing permafrost in the Arctic, immigration trends in the United States, the causes
of side effects in cancer-fighting drugs and what
will happen in Iraq after the war. They are testifying on political issues at The Hague, developing computer models to predict how changes in
farming practices could affect carbon dioxide
emissions, consulting with foreign and domestic
government officials on a range of topics, and
delving into many other difficult and important
questions.
All told, these endeavors are having an impact that extends far beyond the boundaries of
the university or the state of Idaho. The following
pages contain just a brief look at some of the
ways Boise State is contributing to efforts to
address major national or world issues.
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JOHN BRADFORD

Boise State doctoral student Josh Nichols sets up a GPS surveying station near Bench Glacier in the Chugach Mountains in southeast Alaska
as part of research funded by the National Science Foundation to understand how water flows through melting glaciers. Geosciences professor John Bradford heads Boise State’s part of the multi-university project. Nichols is pursuing a Ph.D. in geophysics.

BSU scientists tackle big questions on
causes, effects of global warming
BY JANELLE BROWN

H

igh above the city, Boise State civil engi-

These are just a few of the many recent Boise

neering graduate student Katrina Ladd

State projects that are addressing what has been

(page 25) lugs heavy scientific equipment

widely described as the most critical challenge of

down a Foothills trail. After reaching a test site, she
sets the equipment on the ground and uses it to measure carbon dioxide being released from the soil.

The research conducted at Boise State in this important area spans literally millions of years — from

Many hundreds of miles to the north, Boise State

scientists who are analyzing ancient geologic re-

geosciences professors John Bradford and Jim McNa-

cords to identify conditions that led to past climate

mara step off a helicopter in a remote basin on Alaska’s

shifts to those who are studying alternative fuel

North Slope. They assemble ground-penetrating radar,

sources that may be a key to reducing greenhouse

temperature probes and other instrumentation they will

gases in the atmosphere in the future.

use to study thawing permafrost beneath streambeds.

In addition, Boise State faculty in the Department

Inside her Boise State office, economics profes-

of Geosciences and the Department of Econom-

sor Siân Mooney fine-tunes a computer model she

ics have developed new classes to address climate

has developed that predicts how changes in farming

change issues, and a new Renaissance Institute class

practices could reduce carbon dioxide emissions.

for community members on climate change was of-

On a weekday morning in downtown Boi-
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the 21st century — global warming.

fered in October.

se, community members listen as geosciences

If it feels like research and education efforts are

professors Jen Pierce and Shawn Benner de-

taking off in many different directions, there’s good

scribe what the geologic record from millions of

reason: The issues are so complex that a multidisci-

years ago can tell us about the Earth’s climate

plinary approach is critical, BSU researchers say. At

patterns today.

the same time, the growing awareness of impacts
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east

sense

Alaska

to

study

how water flows through

of urgency.

melting glaciers. Bradford’s

“For the past 20

findings

have

years, every scientist I

many applications for

have worked with has

understanding the pro-

been

cli-

cesses involved in the

mate change is oc-

accelerated melting of

curring, and that this

ice sheets in Antarctica

change is exacerbated

and Greenland.

convinced

by human activities,”

Closer to home, BSU

says Mooney, an eco-

graduate student Ladd

nomics professor who

works with geosciences

studies the impacts of

professor Benner on re-

climate change on ag-

search to measure how

riculture and ways to

temperature and mois-

offset

impacts.

ture content affect the

“From a scientific per-

amount of carbon diox-

spective, it’s no longer

ide released from soil —

in doubt.”

a process that is poorly

these

JOHN KELLY

Adds Bradford, director of BSU’s Center
for Geophysical Investigation of the Shallow

Economics professor Siân Mooney studies the impacts of climate
change on agriculture and ways to offset these impacts.

Subsurface: “There are
real impacts here that will affect society in the near
future … understanding the processes involved in climate change is critical.”

understood at this point.
Because soil plays a major role in storing carbon,
the research could help
scientists develop new

methods to lessen the effects of climate change.
“It’s a small brick in the wall,” says Ladd about
her studies. “There is still a lot we don’t know.”

Much of the research at Boise State deals with

That sentiment is echoed across campus as

aspects of the carbon cycle — the process by which

Boise State researchers pursue projects they hope

carbon is stored in the ocean, plants and other or-

will both add to scientific understanding and

ganic matter and in soils, released into the atmo-

pave the way for policy changes. 		

sphere as carbon dioxide, and then absorbed by

One promising area of research that economics

plants during photosynthesis. As carbon dioxide lev-

professor Mooney is pursuing involves using “carbon

els in the atmosphere increase from pollutants such

credits” to encourage industry and agriculture to

as fossil fuels and from natural processes, the gases

make changes that would reduce their carbon emis-

are trapped as part of the “greenhouse effect” that

sions.

makes the Earth’s atmosphere become warmer.

The system, already established in Europe,

Arctic regions are especially sensitive to climate

would allow a firm that was unable to reduce its

change and are of special interest to scientists. Boise

greenhouse gas emissions to buy carbon cred-

State researchers are studying thawing permafrost

its from a tree farm or other “green” program that

below streambeds on Alaska’s North Slope as part of

reduced carbon dioxide in the atmosphere, thus

a multi-university study to understand how the Arc-

reducing the firm’s overall impact on the environ-

tic ecosystem is affected by warmer temperatures.

ment. A voluntary initiative involving carbon cred-

Because permafrost holds huge stores of carbon, in-

its already operates in the U.S., but Mooney says

creased thawing could increase the amount of car-

there is potential to make it much broader and more

bon dioxide released into the atmosphere and lead

effective.

to changes in the nutrient cycling in streams that
support a variety of plant and animal life.
Bradford and BSU graduate students have also
spent months camped on glaciers in remote south-

“Economics is a powerful tool in creating solutions that are win-win,” says Mooney. “We need to
use all the resources at our disposal to deal with
these problems.”
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Confronting social theories: Experts help
make sense of international relations
BY KATHLEEN CRAVEN

T

hink tanks and experts at prestigious uni-

times to brief intelligence staff on the situation in

versities such as Harvard, Princeton and

Bosnia.

Yale often tackle policy issues ranging

Joining Miller in studying the world’s hot spots is

from economics to national security programs. But

fellow history professor Michael Zirinsky and English

that power and influence is not wielded solely by

professor Marcy Newman.

Ivy League schools. Whether the issue is terrorism,

A 1960 graduate of a Western high school in

democracy or the West’s insatiable appetite for oil,

Iran, Zirinsky has been studying that nation’s rela-

several Boise State professors are making a differ-

tions with the West since the outbreak of the 1978

ence both nationally and globally.

revolution. A frequent speaker at prestigious aca-

Greg Raymond, director of the Honors College

demic conferences, Zirinsky looks to the United

and the Frank Church Professor of International

States’ relations with Iran over the past century for

Relations, has influenced policy for years through

clues to the best way to deal with the present and

consultations with NATO, travel to 22 countries to

future.

speak to audiences ranging from private think

“The current crisis is to a certain extent very un-

tanks to government institutions and foreign min-

comfortable for Americans to acknowledge,” he

istry officials, and publishing 12 books on national

says, “although it is in part of our own making. A

security issues. His latest book (page 9) is the first to

sign over the entrance to my high school read, ‘Ye

deal with what will happen to Iraq after the war,

shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you

and is of particular interest to policymakers.

free.’ My take on that is that I can’t know anything

But Raymond isn’t alone. As a student of 19th

Newman is finding plenty of opportunity to

never dreamed his specialized expertise would

study the influence of the past on the present in

one day lead to a summons to The Hague. But he’ll

Lebanon. Following a year at University of Jordan

soon be providing expert

as a Fulbright scholar, New-

testimony in the war crime

man accepted a one-year

trial of Jadranko Prlic, for-

visiting professor position

mer president of the rogue

at the American University

state of Herzog-Bosna.

of Beirut. When the current
conflict with Israel broke

a war in Europe for a long

out around her, she quickly

time,” Miller says of the

joined up with Civilian Re-

war that broke out as he

sistance, a relief group fo-

was defending his thesis in

cused on forging relation-

1991. Scrambling to catch

ships with villages in south

up on the area’s recent

Lebanon. She is also work-

history, he suddenly found

ing with Soliya, an organi-

that not only was he the

zation that creates courses

local expert when Bosnian

that are co-taught by fac-

refugees began moving to

ulty in the U.S. and Middle

Boise in the early 1990s, he

East in an effort to raise

also authored a State De-

awareness of one anoth-

partment study on democ-

er’s cultures.

hadn’t

ratization in 1995. In addition, he’s been called to
Washington, D.C., several
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unless I acknowledge the truth about the past.”

century Yugoslavia, history professor Nick Miller

By documenting the
Escalating gas prices are just one symptom of the
declining availability of new oil reserves, according to
research by sociology professor Marty Orr.

political situation in Lebanon and also in Palestine,

COURTESY OF MARCY NEWMAN

English professor Marcy Newman photographed Lebanese children listening to a story in a bombed-out area of their city. Newman is working with a
relief group while on sabbatical at the American University of Beirut.

Newman hopes to educate her students and the

when they have to.” By educating policymakers on

greater community of Idaho about the history and

peak oil theory, Orr hopes to help influence how

context of this region.

society moves past the age of oil to a new era of

Not all faculty are involved in war-torn conflicts.

energy production.

Sociology professor Marty Orr (pictured at left) stud-

Beyond educating key policy officials, Ray-

ies peak oil theory, based on the idea that the Unit-

mond says, putting a human face on U.S. policy

ed State’s oil production peaked in the 1970s. With

may be a scholar’s most valuable contribution.

less oil available and demand at an all-time high,

“There is a general distrust in the world today of the

international tensions are escalating and “people

United States, in particular the official representa-

are perceiving that the current times are rather

tives of the United States. So to have scholars inter-

perilous,” he says.

acting with policymakers … helps create a better

Although many policies have been introduced
to deal with the problem, Orr says, it’s unclear

climate for American relations with other countries
and other cultures,” he says.

which is the best route to take. “We’re just a catas-

Zirinsky agrees. “The Iranian people know a

trophe or two away from shortages worse than in

good deal about the American people,” he said

the 1970s,” he says, noting that this time around we

in a September campus address. “I wish that the

will likely see not only high prices, but also supply

American people could know Iranians equally well,

disruptions.

to see them for who they are.”

The key, he says, is wholesale change in con-

Perhaps someday, thanks to the work of Boi-

sumption. “Policies will fail because they are bad

se State scholars, we can all see one another just

policies. People will only change their behavior

that clearly.
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BSU researchers shed light on
national immigration debate
BY JULIE HAHN

W

hen Boise State demographer HueiHsia Wu began crunching immigration numbers she realized that her re-

search would have implications far beyond Idaho.
Wu, a professor in the Department of Sociology,
found that the traditional states where foreign-born
workers concentrated were changing, and Idaho
had suddenly become the state with the thirdhighest population growth in the United States.
Wu’s findings reflect the ever-changing nature
of immigration, a hot-button issue that Boise State
researchers insist is a global problem. From the hard
numbers to history to community awareness, Boise
State faculty and staff — such as sociology professor Wu, Errol Jones in history, and Ro Parker at the
Student Union Cultural Center — are looking at the
many angles of the issue and how it has affected
our past and will shape our future.
Boise State’s role in the immigration issue begins with the hard facts. Using data from a variety
of sources, Wu has been able to detail the level of
education, English skills, employment status, occupations and length of immigration of Mexicanborn workers around the country. In Idaho, her
work paints a picture of communities of young, undocumented single male workers concentrated in
Canyon County and in areas around Pocatello. The
influx of such workers — 40,000-50,000 in 2005 and
2006, up from 20,000-35,000 in 1999 — makes Idaho
one of the new immigration “gateway” states.
Traditionally, Wu says, undocumented immigrants resided in Texas, California, Florida, Illinois,
New York and New Jersey. But globalization has led
to a surge in manufacturing jobs in China and India
where there has been a boom in both education
and economics, leading to a change in immigration patterns around the world. In the United States,
states with plentiful jobs in fields such as agriculture
are attracting immigrants, leading to foreign-born
CARRIE QUINNEY

Sociology professor Huei-Hsia Wu made a remarkable discovery when she
analyzed immigration numbers: Idaho has the third-highest population growth of
foreign workers in the United States. Shifting immigration patterns will intensify
debates about services, education and population growth, Wu says.
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population growth in places such as the Northwest
states.
New debates about services, education and
population growth will come with changing immigration patterns, Wu says. Her paper, “The Impact
on Citizenship and Language on Health Insurance

Coverage
migrants

of
in

Im-

tion. “Even Mexico

Idaho,

is going through it,”

New Mexico, North

Jones says, referring

Carolina, Illinois and

to the immigration

California,” will be

debate. The solution,

presented next year

he asserts, does not

at the annual meet-

rest with one coun-

ing of the Popula-

try. “We’re not going

tion Association of

to solve this problem

America.

until we come to the

“The impact of

realization that this is

immigration is not just

a worldwide prob-

to the individual or to

lem,” he adds.

one social class, it’s

While Boise State

to the whole coun-

researchers such as

try,” Wu says.

Wu and Jones tackle
immigration from a

fessor Jones, the cur-

national and global

rent immigration de-

perspective, Parker,

bate is nothing new.

director of the univer-

There has not been

sity’s Cultural Center,

a break in U.S. im-

is

migration since the

and the community

late 1980s, he says.

learn about the cur-

Combine that with

rent immigration de-

the
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For history pro-

disappearance

of American manufacturing jobs, a rise

History professor Errol Jones says that the current immigration influx is nothing new, and that the present debate about the subject is increasingly
common around the world.

in English-only activ-

helping

students

bate and what they
can do about it. The
Cultural Center hosts
educational

events

ists, protests from human rights groups and a policy

and lectures to help others gain a greater under-

debate over what should be done, and you have

standing of the issue.

the makings of this generation’s immigration crisis,
he says.

“Our charge is to raise the awareness of all
18,000-plus students on campus,” Parker says. That

“When the economy gets difficult we see a

means delving into ideas that may challenge stu-

huge upswing in opposition to people who are dif-

dents’ viewpoints. “We shouldn’t just take in what

ferent and who people think are taking jobs from

people say and go with it,

them,” he says.

we should question it.”

Jones, who specializes in Latin American history,

The Cultural Center in-

has written extensively about Mexican immigration

vites Boise State professors

to Idaho and the United States. In the fall 2005 edition

and community members to

of Idaho Issues Online, sponsored by Boise State’s

give presentations at events

College of Social Sciences and Public Affairs and

such as the Speak Up forum

edited by the Center for Idaho History and Politics,

and invites students to learn

he wrote an article titled “Invisible People: Mexicans

about the issue from a va-

in Idaho’s History.” The article tracked the growth of

riety of viewpoints. Parker

Mexican immigration to Idaho since the 19th cen-

says the events are made to

tury and the ensuing policies that have shaped

challenge assumptions.

that influx.

“We’re not going
to solve this problem until we come
to the realization
that this is a worldwide problem.”

“Some students are still adamant about their

International trade agreements, such as NAFTA,

perspectives, which is fine,” Parker says. “Open

have transformed the way the Americas do busi-

your mind and let it strengthen or change your

ness, he says, leading to an upswing in immigra-

perspective.”
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Scientists fight back against killer diseases
BY SHERRY SQUIRES

H

enry Charlier squeezes his index finger and

ing against it, ultimately causing the heart damage.

thumb together so that only a couple of

Charlier and his colleagues have found 14 new inhibi-

sheets of paper can slide between them.

tors. The university has filed two provisional patents

He explains that he could fit millions of the molecules

and is working toward full patents for the whole spec-

displayed on his computer screen behind him into

trum.

the same space.

While Charlier is focused primarily on cancer, his

From his lab and small office, the Boise State
chemistry professor is working to modify cancer-fight-

diseases.

ing drugs on the molecular level so that their side ef-

Biologist Denise Wingett targets diseases that are

fects are not harmful

brought on by a hyper-reactive immune system and

to the human heart. “A

is also investigating new drug compounds. If found

single human cell is a

to be safe, certain drugs could be used to treat non-

whole universe to me

life threatening diseases, such as psoriasis. She has a

compared to what I’m

$146,000 National Institutes of Health grant to study

looking at,” he says.

psoriasis and a $196,000 National Institutes of Health
in

grant to study asthma. Asthma has become an epi-

scale, Charlier’s aspi-

demic in Western countries, with cases doubling in

rations are anything

the last 10 years.

While

minute

but small in scope.
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Biology professor Denise Wingett, left, and graduate student Alma Hodzic examine cell cultures.
They are working to find new treatments for asthma.

A common type of inhaler treatment has been

“I was in the sixth

associated with an increasing number of asthma-re-

grade when I lost an

lated deaths in patient populations. Wingett believes

uncle to cancer, and

it is related to a buildup of a certain protein on im-

that’s when I decided I

mune cells. If she can better determine the cause of

was going to cure can-

the change in this regulatory protein, she can help

cer,” he says. “Boise

devise drugs that effectively and safely treat it.

State has a niche in this

Wingett’s colleague in biology, Troy Rohn, is also

area. The cancer work

closing in on better treatment, but he focuses on

really stands out here.”

Parkinson’s and Alzheimer’s diseases. Drugs on the

He is referring to

market today are only able to ward off symptoms of

several

fellow

Boise

the disease for six months to a couple of years, then

State

researchers—

patients’ conditions drastically worsen. By pinpoint-

and leading cancer experts at the U.S. Veterans Af-

ing risk factors for the disease, he hopes to come up

fairs Regional Medical Center in Boise — who are all

with drug targets that pharmaceutical companies

chasing down the same disease, from its causes and

can pursue to treat and prevent them.

treatment to what they hope is ultimately its cure.

Rohn collaborates with colleagues at the Uni-

Don Warner, an organic chemist, works on creating

versity of California, Irvine to acquire postmortem tis-

new drug compounds. Cheryl Jorcyk in biology looks

sue for testing, and has submitted a major research

at the causes of breast cancer. Susan Shadle, who

piece with eight other authors from Canada, Spain

now heads up Boise State’s new Center for Teaching

and California. Rohn hopes they have made a major

and Learning, also has looked at why certain cancer

breakthrough.

drugs cause heart damage.
One of the most effective and widely used
drugs for cancer treatment on the market has
led to heart failure in some people who take repeated doses of the drug. Charlier says the key
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findings could help fellow researchers studying other

“I definitely don’t do my research in a vacuum,”
Rohn says. “We’re trying to uncover some of the molecular players in these diseases.”
And those discoveries will help move everyone
toward a cure.

to fixing the problems associated with the drug

“Research collaboration is one of the instances

is developing inhibitors that stop the body from

where the whole is greater than the sum of the parts,”

“seeing” the drug during treatment and fight-

Charlier says.
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